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£550,000
19a Hookstone Chase, Harrogate, North Yorkshire, HG2 7HH 3 Bedroom Apartment

A unique and stunningly presented extended ground floor apartment with newly
built living kitchen ,useful storage cellar, private rear garden, private driveway
and parking for a number of cars with a Airbnb/home office or studio apartment.
Internal inspection strongly recommended.

Floor Plan

Energy Performance Certificate

Directions

Proceed down Wetherby Road and at the Woodlands traffic lights turn left onto Hookstone Chase where
the properties is easily found on the left on side marked by a Hopkinson for sale board.

Council Tax Band D  Tenure Leasehold



This beautifully presented and updated Home has a feel of quality and style throughout. With its entrances and private
driveway and parking the property briefly comprises a reception hall, 31-foot long-living family kitchen with a dining area
central island, a sitting area a fitted quality kitchen with integrated appliances, including Sonos system in the kitchen
dining and lounge area. There is new Worcestor boiler with three separate heating zone all controlled from Smart nest
thermostats. There are double-opening doors that provide views over a pretty rear private garden. There are three bedrooms
one with its ensuite shower room and a house bathroom with a three-piece suite. There is plenty of beautiful storage
together with utility space for a washing machine and dryer. The light and elegantly presented property warrant an early
inspection.

Outside and approach from the private driveway to a large detached storage shed with electric light power and a radiator.
There is a separate annexe that currently provides a bedroom area with kitchen space and a luxury shower room, this area
has full building regulation approval and can be utilized as a self-contained annex and making it an ideal area for a
teenager or dependent relative or indeed for separate income from rental. There is also a useful storage cellar which offers
potential for further development of the living accommodation subject to building control regulations. There is additional
planning consent granted to create a further extension which would provide a large entrance hall which would give
internal access to the cellar space for development.

The property is positioned in one of Harrogate‘s most sought-after residential locations close to schooling options as well as
nearby road networks which offer access to the Harrogate bypass and town center.

Harrogate offers a variety of shops bars and cafes as well as Betty’s tea rooms. There is a good range of shopping
opportunities as well as road and rail networks which offer the traveller and commuter quick access to Leeds York and
London.

AGENTS NOTE A 999-YEAR LEASE. NO MONTHLY CHARGES MAINTAMANCE SPLIT 3 WAYS AS AND WHEN NEEDED.
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